Background {#Sec1}
==========

The World Health Organization (WHO) reported that pancreatic cancer claimed \>330,000 lives in 2012, with 68% of deaths occurring in countries with a high to very high human development index (HDI).^[@CR1]^ Since most patients present with metastatic disease at diagnosis, the 5-year survival rate is a meagre 5%. These statistics commensurate with limited treatment options for patients with pancreatic cancer, which include surgery (only 10--20% of patients qualify for this option) or chemotherapy with gemcitabine, sometimes in combination with the tyrosine kinase inhibitor erlotinib.^[@CR2]^ A regimen of gemcitabine plus nab-paclitaxel (Abraxane^®^) improves overall and progression-free survival in patients with locally advanced or metastatic pancreatic cancer compared to gemcitabine alone, albeit with treatment-related toxicities.^[@CR3],[@CR4]^ The combination regimen of oxaliplatin, irinotecan, fluorouracil and leucovorin (FOLFIRINOX) lead to improved progression-free survival of patients compared to gemcitabine alone (median of 6.4 months versus 3.3 months).^[@CR5],[@CR6]^ Due to toxicity (grades 3--4) related to the use of FOLFIRINOX, this regimen is recommended for younger patients.^[@CR5],[@CR7]^

Cancer immunotherapy is a progressively expanding discipline within modern oncology. Immune-based treatment of metastatic melanoma using interleukin (IL) 2-conditioned autologous lymphocytic cells from patients' blood has existed since the 1980s.^[@CR8]--[@CR11]^ Monoclonal antibody-based blockade of the immune checkpoint inhibitors programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1) and cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated antigen 4 (CTLA-4) has further revolutionised the field. The clinical efficacy of PD-1 blockade in patients with metastatic cancer appears to depend on activation of T-cell populations with T-cell receptors (TCRs), which specifically recognise mutated host molecules, ie, neoepitopes.^[@CR12]^ These mutant proteins harbouring point mutations, termed neoepitopes, represent a clinically significant step towards refining T-cell-based immunotherapies and cancer vaccines. Neoepitopes differ from one patient to another (individual 'mutanome'), giving rise to a highly personalised antigen signature. In line with this, specialised T cell-based therapies targeting private mutations in patients with metastatic cancers have resulted in remarkable clinical responses.^[@CR13]--[@CR15]^

We have previously reported that tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) can be reliably and successfully isolated from pancreatic cancer lesions and expanded in vitro using a cocktail of IL-2, IL-15 and IL-21.^[@CR16]^ In the present study, we characterised the neoepitope recognition profile of TILs as well as peripheral blood T cells from patients with pancreatic cancer.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Patient characteristics {#Sec3}
-----------------------

Pancreatic tumour samples from three patients with pancreatic cancer were obtained as part of a clinical research project approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board (Regionala etikprövningsnämnden) at Karolinska Institutet, Sweden (EPN: 2013/1332-31/3 and 2013/977-31/1). The clinical characteristics of the patients are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Clinical characteristics and HLA profile of patients with pancreatic cancer*Clinical characteristics*Patient IDAgeGenderTumour tissue sourceHistologySurvival after tumour sampling (days)PanTT2661MaleBiopsyPancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma547PanTT3962FemaleSurgeryAdenocarcinoma of pancreatobiliary type411PanTT7768MaleBiopsyPancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma355*HLA type of the patients*Patient IDHLA-AHLA-AHLA-BHLA-BHLA-CHLA-CHLA-DRB1HLA-DRB1HLA-DQA1HLA-DQA1HLA-DQB1HLA-DQB1 PanTT2630:0268:0127:0539:0105:0112:0303:0113:0101:0305:0102:0106:03 PanTT3901:0102:0108:0151:0101:0207:0101:0103:0101:0105:0102:0105:01 PanTT7724:0226:0107:0244:0205:0107:0215:0115:0101:0201:0206:0206:02

Generation of TILs and autologous tumour cell lines {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------------------

Pancreatic cancer TILs and autologous tumour cell lines were generated as previously described.^[@CR16],[@CR17]^ Tumour cells required for the cytotoxicity experiments were obtained during passage 15--20.

PBMC isolation {#Sec5}
--------------

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated from whole blood (PanTT77) over a Ficoll-Hypaque gradient (GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden) and washed twice in sterile PBS prior to use in experiments.

DNA isolation, whole-genome sequencing, mutanome analysis and neoepitope synthesis {#Sec6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Isolation and purification of genomic DNA, library construction, exome capture of all coding genes as well as next-generation sequencing of tumour tissue and control patient samples (TILs) were performed as previously described by Jones et al.^[@CR18]^. Briefly, genomic DNA from patient samples (tumour tissue and TILs) was fragmented for constructing an Illumina DNA library (Illumina, San Diego, CA). Regions of DNA corresponding to exons were captured in solution using the Agilent SureSelect 50 Mb kit Version 3 as per manufacturer's instructions (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA). Paired-end sequencing resulting in 100 bases from each end of every fragment was performed using a HiSeq 2000 Genome Analyser (Illumina). Results of the sequencing data were mapped to the reference human genome sequence. Alterations within the sequencing data were determined by comparing over 50 million bases of tumour DNA from non-malignant lesions. A high fraction of the sequences obtained for each sample was found to occur within the captured coding regions. More than 43 million bases of target DNA were analysed in the tumour and normal samples; an average of 42--51 reads per base was obtained for both sample types. The tags were aligned to the human genome reference sequence (hg18) using the Eland algorithm of CASAVA 1.6 software (Illumina). The chastity filter of the BaseCall software of Illumina was used to select sequence reads for subsequent analysis. The ELANDv2 algorithm of CASAVA 1.6 software (Illumina) was applied for identifying point mutations, small insertions, deletions or stop codons in the sequences obtained. Mutation polymorphisms recorded in the Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Database (dbSNP) were excluded from analysis. Potential somatic mutations were filtered out as previously described,^[@CR18]^ while only non-synonymous single and dinucleotide substitutions, respectively, were listed in an Excel spreadsheet for downstream work. The filter criterion for selecting candidate peptides is that the expression level of mutated genes in tumour tissue surpasses 5%. Alternatively spliced products or mutated sequences with stop codons may result in epitopes that are shorter than the standard 15-mer peptides that are used for screening immunogenicity. The length of the resulting peptide sequences was set at 15-mer to include all possible epitopes presented by HLA class I (8--10 amino acids) as well as HLA class II (11--20 amino acids) molecules.

After identification of mutations through whole-exome sequencing followed by in silico analysis, the 15-mer peptides were constructed by placing the mutation at the centre position of the 15-amino acid sequence (Peptide & Elephants, Berlin, Germany). The corresponding wild-type epitopes were also synthesised to compare the matched mutant and wild-type sequences (peptide pairs) in immunological assays.

Evaluation of the immunoreactivity of TILs to neoepitopes {#Sec7}
---------------------------------------------------------

TILs or PBMCs (1.0 × 10^5^ cells) were cultured in 200 μl of T-cell medium with 1 μg of the individual wild-type or mutated peptide in round-bottom 96-well microtiter plates. Negative controls contained assay medium alone while the positive control contained 30 ng/mL of the anti-human CD3 antibody clone OKT3 (Biolegend, San Diego, CA) for maximal TCR stimulation. Cells were incubated for 3 days at 37 °C with 5% CO~2~, after which supernatants were harvested for interferon (IFN)-γ production using a standard sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit (Mabtech, Stockholm, Sweden). Values from the negative control (medium) were subtracted from epitope (peptide)-specific responses and the data reported to reflect the IFN-γ production (in pg/3 days/1.0 × 10^5^ TILs representing the net IFN-γ production from T-cell populations). The mAbs w6/32 (anti-MHC class I, HLA-A, B and -C) and L243 (anti-HLA-DR) were used as blocking antibodies to asses MHC class I or -class I restriction.

Repeated TIL stimulation with the autologous tumour cell line {#Sec8}
-------------------------------------------------------------

TILs were stimulated with the autologous tumour cell line in six-well tissue culture plates (5 × 10^6^ TILs: 1 × 10^6^ tumour cells) containing T-cell medium for 7 days, after which TILs were stimulated with (autologous) tumour cells two more times.

CD107a induction assay {#Sec9}
----------------------

The CD4^+^ TIL clone was generated by limiting dilution and confirmed using the IO Test^®^ Beta Mark TCR V beta Repertoire Kit (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA) by flow cytometry. A total of 2 × 10^5^ T cells were co-cultured with 4 × 10^4^ autologous tumour cells for 5 h at 37 °C (and 5% CO~2~) in a 96-well tissue culture plate containing 200 μl assay medium/well (RPMI 1640 with 10% FBS and penicillin/streptomycin; both from Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). During the incubation period, 1.3 μg/ml of monensin (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany), and 4 μl of the anti-human CD107a-Alexa Fluor 700 antibody (Clone H4A3; BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ) were added. PMA = phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) was used as the positive control and assay medium alone without tumour cells was used as negative control. After 5 h of incubation, the cells were stained with anti-human CD3-PE/Cy7 (Clone HIT3A; BioLegend, San Diego, CA), anti-human CD4-V450 (Clone RPA-T4) and anti-human CD8-APC/Cy7 (Clone SK1) (both from BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ), and analysed by flow cytometry.

TIL phenotype characterisation by flow cytometry {#Sec10}
------------------------------------------------

TILs were stained with anti-CD3 Brilliant violet 570, anti-CD4 Brilliant violet 510, anti-CXCR3 FITC (all from Biolegend, San Diego, CA) and anti-CD8a APC-Cy7 (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ). After 15 min, cells were washed in PBS-0.1% FBS, and analysed by flow cytometry. Differentiation and maturation marker analysis based on CD45RA and CCR7 expression was performed as described previously.^[@CR17]^

Flow cytometry and analysis {#Sec11}
---------------------------

All flow cytometry experiments were performed on a BD FACS Aria flow cytometer, while data analysis was performed using FlowJo software version 7 (both from BD Biosciences).

Immunohistochemistry {#Sec12}
--------------------

Resected pancreatic specimens were fixed in 4% formalin and processed for routine histopathological diagnosis. The fixed tissue blocks were then embedded in paraffin, sectioned (thickness of 4 μm) and stained with haematoxylin-eosin for light microscopy. A specialist pancreatic pathologist (Dr. C. F. Moro) chose from each specimen a tissue block in which the tumour centre, tumour border and surrounding non-tumour pancreatic tissue was represented. The selected blocks were subsequently sectioned and processed for immunohistochemistry. To preserve the relative spatial distribution of the lymphocyte populations, chromophore-conjugated antibodies were combined into the following 2-plex immunostainings: CD3-CD20 and CD4-CD8. Details of the individual antibodies are as follows: anti-CD3 (clone LN10; Leica Biosystems, Wetzlar, Germany), anti-CD20 (clone L26; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA), anti-CD4 (clone 4B12; Leica Biosystems), anti-CD8 (clone C8/144B; Agilent Technologies). Staining was performed using a Leica BOND III automated immunostainer (Leica Biosystems). The primary antibodies were detected using 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB---brown) as chromogen and the secondary antibodies with alkaline phosphatase (AP---red). HLA class I and class II immunohistochemistry staining was performed separately, according to the above-mentioned protocol. Technical details of the reagents used are as follows: anti-human HLA-class I ABC antibody (clone EMR8-5) and anti-human HLA-class II DR, DP and DQ antibody (clone CR3/43) (both antibodies from Abcam, Cambridge, UK). The antibodies were detected using 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB---brown).

Results {#Sec13}
=======

The reliable expansion of CD4^+^ and CD8^+^ TILs from pancreatic cancer tissue using IL-2, IL-15 and IL-21, particularly within the central and effector memory compartments, is shown in Supplementary Figure [1](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}. To better facilitate presentation of data relevant to the  current study, the results section has been organised to reflect the findings pertinent to each patient individually. The clinical characteristics of the patients are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

Patient PanTT26 {#Sec14}
---------------

TILs and the corresponding tumour cell line was established from patient PanTT26. We previously showed that CD4^+^ and double-negative (CD3^+^ 'DN', CD4^−^CD8^−^) T cells among TILs derived from patient PanTT26 (annotated as Panc17 in our previous publication^[@CR16]^) are able to produce IL-2 and IL-17, while CD8^+^ T cells do not produce cytokines after 6 h of stimulation with autologous tumour cells.^[@CR16]^ In addition, we also observed that PanTT26 TILs could kill autologous tumour cells within 4 h of culture initiation, using a standard Cr51-release assay. We, therefore, intended to further explore the anti-tumour characteristics of PanTT26 in the present study.

We observed by flow cytometry that TILs from patient PanTT26 comprised \~59% CD8^+^ T cells and 22% CD4^+^ T cells (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The TILs were then stimulated with the PanTT26 tumour cell line (autologous) three times to see whether repeated exposure of the IL-2/IL-15/IL-21-conditioned TILs to the tumour would lead to enrichment of tumour epitope-reactive T cells. The resulting TILs (after 3× stimulation with autologous tumour cells) were enriched for CD8^+^ TILs (almost 100%), while CD4^+^ T cells were entirely absent (from 22% pre-stimulation to 0% post-stimulation with tumour cells) based on flow cytometric data. Using the W6/32 (anti-HLA-I) and L243 (anti-HLA-DR) antibodies in Cr51-release assays, we found that TILs, prior to 3× stimulation with the autologous tumour cell line, displayed a dampened cytotoxic effect with HLA class II inhibition, while the W6/32 (anti-MHC class I) antibody abrogated tumour recognition completely (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This observation indicated that the cytotoxic effect of PanTT26 TILs was mainly restricted by HLA class I antigen presentation. Furthermore, immunohistochemistry studies revealed that the PanTT26 tumour did not express HLA-class II molecules in situ (Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Characterisation of the TILs obtained from patient PanTT26. **a** Flow cytometric analysis revealed that TILs from patient PanTT26 comprised 60% CD8^+^ T cells. After 3× stimulation of PanTT26 TILs with the autologous tumour cell line, the CD8^+^ T-cell frequency increased to 99%. **b** TILs from patient PanTT26, prior to 3× stimulation with the autologous tumour cells, were co-incubated with the autologous tumour cell line at a ratio of 12:1 (TILs:tumour cells; represented as effector (*E*) to target (*T*) cell ratio) in a standard 4-h chromium-51 release assay. Parallel wells with the TIL:tumour cell co-culture were incubated with either anti-HLA class-I antibody (clone W6/32) or anti-HLA class-II antibody (clone L243, anti-HLA-DR) to test for decreased tumour cell killing using the blocking antibody (interfering with the MHC class I or MHC class II antigen presentation). While blockade of HLA class II antigen presentation partially reduced cytotoxicity of TILs, blockade of HLA-class I-restricted antigen presentation totally abrogated killing of the tumours by autologous TILs. This recognition experiment was performed using 'young TIL' representing a majority of CD8^+^ TILs still containing CD4^+^ T cells. **c** Four-micrometre sections of resected PDAC tumour tissue from patient PanTT26 were used for immunohistochemistry. Three different anatomical compartments of the diseased pancreas were assessed: the centre of the tumour mass, the tumour border as well as the tertiary lymphoid structures (TLS) adjacent to the primary tumour mass in the tissue. Haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining was performed as for routine analysis of the cellularity of the tumour sections; CD3 and CD20 immunostaining was performed to gain an overview of the proportions of T and B cells present in the tumour and its immediate tissue environment; immunostaining of CD4-positive and CD8-positive cells was done to visualise the major T-cell populations infiltrating the tumour mass. The TLS appears to be enriched for lymphocyte infiltration compared to the centre of the tumour mass as well as the tumour border, including a B-cell infiltrate. Expression of HLA class I and class II molecules in the tumour tissue was also performed. The PanTT26 tumour consists largely of HLA-class I-positive cancer cells and some stromal cells but none of the tumour cells stained HLA-class II positive. Importantly, there appear to be more CD8^+^ T cells than CD4^+^ T cells in the tumour border area and the centre of the tumour mass. The black arrows in the tumour border immunostaining indicate the cellular rim that separates the diseased tissue and tumour mass from healthy pancreas parenchyma. ATCL autologous tumour cell line, Tum tumour, HT healthy tissue

Whole-exome sequencing of the pancreatic tumour tissue from patient PanTT26 was performed to identify cancer-related mutations that may give rise to mutated antigens (neoantigens). Mutated peptide sequences (containing neoepitopes) were predicted by placing the mutation at the centre of the sequence and flanking it with seven amino acids on either side. The resulting peptide sequences were synthesised along with the corresponding wild-type sequences and tested for T-cell reactivity with TILs by measuring antigen-specific IFN-γ production in the culture supernatants by sandwich ELISA. In total, 298 peptides (149 wild type and mutated, respectively) were tested for both 'young' TILs and TILs that were stimulated three times with the autologous tumour cells. We found that \>150 pg IFN-γ (per 10*e*5 T cells/1 μg peptide) was produced by young TIL or tumour cell-stimulated TIL in response to subsequent exposure to wild-type or mutated peptides (Table [2A](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). A more extensive list of these results is shown in the Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.Table 2APeptide-specific IFN-γ production by PanTT26 and PanTT39IFN-γ (pg/10*e*5 TIL/1 μg peptideYoung TILStimulated three times with tumourPeptide IDWild-type sequenceMutated sequenceGene nameWild typeMutatedWild typeMutatedPanTT26-P1FEGTEMWNPNRELSEFEGTEMWYPNRELSE*ACHE*104142280PanTT26-P4PWRKFPVYVLGQFLGPWRKFPVHVLGQFLG*AQP7*1523150443PanTT26-P7STAYPAPMRRRCCLPSTAYPAPVRRRCCLP*ARMC7*2611224460PanTT26-P8VALKPQERVEKRQTPVALKPQECVEKRQTP*AUTS2*9401670PanTT26-P10TPEPAIPPKATLWPATPEPAIPHKATLWPA*C6orf132*156000PanTT26-P12THRPGGKHGRLAGGSTHRPGGKRGRLAGGS*CCDC74B*1041140487PanTT26-P13VTVHPTSNSTATSQGVTVHPTSKSTATSQG*CD68*4100281PanTT26-P20SSLPGPPGPPGPPGPSSLPGPPGPPGPRGY*COL18A1*410169PanTT26-P23MSYDYHQNWGRDGGMSYDYHHNWGRDGG*DHX36*110461640PanTT26-P28LADGEGGGTDEGIYDLADGEGGATDEGIYD*EFS*2019000PanTT26-P36KLVVVGAGGVGKSALKLVVVGAVGVGKSAL*KRAS*5400**453**PanTT26-P37LFGLGKDEGWGPPARLFGLGKDVGWGPPAR*NT5C3B*6510003PanTT26-P39MRHFCLISEMHHFCLISE*TMEM168*12403550PanTT26-P43KPVILGVRWYVETTSKPVILGVCWYVETTS*KLK6*57161660PanTT26-P45SSGGGSSGGGYGGGSSSGGGSSSGGYGGGS*KRT10*94192420PanTT26-P53GRKFAAWAPPSFSQTGRKFAAWGPPSFSQT*PTX4*240944570PanTT26-P59GYGEMGSGYREDLGAGYGEMGSVYREDLGA*IGFN1*21390488PanTT26-P60LLDRGSFRNDGLKASLLDRGSFWNDGLKAS*KALRN*42870354PanTT26-P61SQLMLTRKAEAALRKSQLMLTRKGNASCLE*KANSL1*1960740PanTT26-P62ALKIKGIHPYHSLSYALKIKGIRPYHSLSY*KIAA1109*177139650PanTT26-P68PRCCISSCCRPSCCVPRCCISSFCRPSCCV*KRTAP4-11*561890325PanTT26-P69CRPQCCQSVCCQPTCCRPQCCQTVCCQPTC*KRTAP4-9*10102790PanTT26-P70TCCRTTCYRPSCCVSTCCRTTCFRPSCCVS*KRTAP4-9*217118670PanTT26-P76DEMDCPLSPTPPLCSDEMDCPLRPTPPLCS*MALRD1*11751222527PanTT26-P81EKKQQFRNLKEKCFLEKKQQFRSLKEKCFL*NBPF10*1692120164PanTT26-P83KLKKKQVNVFAKLKKKQVKVFA*NCOR1*1063270710PanTT26-P84GRLILWEAPPLGAGGGRLILWEGPPLGAGG*NEK8*97320164PanTT26-P93TYSPTSPVYTPTSPKTYSPTSPDYTPTSPK*POLR2A*6605110PanTT26-P95SKMGKWCRHCFAWCRSKMGKWCSHCFAWCR*POTEH*20017658149PanTT26-P96SKMGKWCRHCFPCCRSKMGKWCSHCFPCCR*POTEJ*2972610137PanTT26-P99NLVHGPPAPPQVGADNLVHGPPGPPQVGAD*PSD*579780328PanTT26-P103PSRHRYGARQPRARLPSRHRYGTRQPRARL*RNF126*1522330142PanTT26-P107AGRFGQGAHHAAGQAAGRFGQGDHHAAGQA*SBSN*958044205PanTT26-P108QLLEGLGFTLTVVPEQLLEGLGCTLTVVPE*SERPINA13P*4724250PanTT26-P114IHSSWDCGLFTNYSAIHSSWDCSLFTNYSA*TMC8*38610408PanTT26-P115IMASKGMRHFCLISEIMASKGMHHFCLISE*TMEM168*13292213193PanTT26-P116LWHLQGPKDLMLKLRLWHLQGPEDLMLKLR*TMPRSS6*275123710PanTT26-P119LGLWRGEEVTLSNPKLGLWRGEAVTLSNPK*TRIP12*13740240PanTT26-P122RKFISLHRKALESDFRKFISLHKKALESDF*WDFY4*232490562PanTT26-P124GCGKVFARSENLKIHGCGKVFACSENLKIH*ZIC1*4301860PanTT26-P132SNLTKHKKIHIEKKPSNLTKHKIIHIEKKP*ZNF43*3691707030PanTT26-P140NVAKPSSGPHTLLHINVAKPSSCPHTLLHI*ZNF626*8004650PanTT26-P146HKRIHNGEKPYKCEEHKRIHNGDKPYKCEE*ZNF730*01370298PanTT26-P147EKPYSCPDCSLRFAYEKPYSCPECSLRFAY*ZNF785*94151590PanTT26-P148KCEECDTVFSRKSHHKCEECDTDFSRKSHH*ZNF860*47283960TILs before ('young' TILs) and after repeated stimulation with the autologous tumour cell line. Shown are T-cell responses to mutant peptide targets, defined by IFN-γ production, after 3× stimulation with the autologous tumour cell line, indicating immune epitope/TCR repertoire focusing. The full list of peptides tested for IFN-γ production is provided in Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. The immune-reactivity to the mutated KRAS peptide, which was seen only after 3x stimulation with the autologous tumour cell line, is presented in bold due to the clinical significance of KRAS-directed immune reactivity in cancer and PDAC pathogenesis^[@CR19]^. Furthermore, it was recently shown in the setting of metastatic colorectal cancer that T-cell responses to mutated KRAS can provide clinical benefit by inducing disease regression^[@CR15]^

Increased IFN-γ production to the mutated KRAS peptide KLVVVGA**[V]{.ul}**GVGKSAL (representing the well-described KRAS~G12V~ mutation) was observed after 3× stimulation with the autologous tumour cell-stimulated TILs compared to young TILs (Table [2A](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The clinical relevance of this finding is underlined by the established knowledge that oncogenic mutant KRAS commonly plays a crucial role in PDAC pathogenesis.^[@CR19]^ Garcia-Silva and Aranda have shown that thyroid hormone nuclear receptors (TRs) can repress RAS-dependent cellular transformation and tumour growth.^[@CR20]^ A subsequent study from the same group showed that cellular nuclear receptor co-repressor 1 (NCOR1) levels could increase upon TR(s) expression.^[@CR21]^ Intriguingly, the strongest IFN-γ response by both PanTT26 young TILs and tumour cell-stimulated TILs was observed after exposure to a mutated peptide from NCOR1 (KLKKKQV**[K]{.ul}**VFA, mutation: N99K). Young TILs produced 327 pg IFN-γ/10*e*5 TILs in response to mutated NCOR1, while tumour cell-stimulated TILs showed 710 pg IFN-γ/10*e*5 TIL (Table [2A](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). We also noticed that the *NCOR1* gene product in the PanTT39 tumour harboured a mutation at position 120 (R120L).

WD repeat- and FYVE domain-containing protein 4 (WDFY4) is highly expressed in lymph nodes and the spleen; previous studies have shown that aberrations in this gene are associated with autoimmune diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis.^[@CR22],[@CR23]^ However, the significance of WDFY4 in cancer is yet to be explored. PanTT26 TILs also showed strong IFN-γ responses to a mutated peptide derived from WDFY4 (RKFISLH**K**KALESDF). We noticed that 17% of mutations (25/149 mutations) in PanTT26 are associated with zinc-finger proteins (ZNF), which display diverse biological functions.^[@CR24]^ The recognition of a ZNF730-derived peptide was pronounced following stimulation of PanTT26 TILs with autologous tumour cells, although four other wild-type ZNF peptides were recognised (Table [2A](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). It is plausible that a high number of wild-type ZNF targets were obtained due to the filter that was applied for detecting mutations in the tumour samples (minimum of 5% mutation load). Of note, ZNF3, ZNF257, ZNF479 and ZNF493, which were found to be mutated in the PanTT26 tumour, also appeared to be mutated in the PanTT39 tumour specimen. The function and immunological significance of ZNF as a target for cellular immune responses in pancreatic cancer therefore warrants further exploration.

Patient PanTT39 {#Sec15}
---------------

TILs isolated from this patient were characterised by flow cytometry and found to contain exclusively CD4^+^ T cells (\>99%) (Supplementary Figure [2](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}). We also performed whole-exome sequencing using DNA from PanTT39 tumour tissue and generated mutated as well as the corresponding wild-type peptide sequences to gauge for T-cell reactivity. Following mutation analysis, 1447 mutations were found, as compared to 149 mutations in PanTT26 tumour, thus reflecting a 10-fold higher mutational burden in patient PanTT39. A mutation in the *BRCA1* gene product (R600L) was also identified. This is of note, since BRCA1 mutations are implicated as a key contributing factor related to the burden of somatic mutations in pancreatic cancer.^[@CR25]^ We also found seven-point mutations in the HLA-A alleles, two-point mutations in the HLA-B alleles and eight-point mutations in the HLA-C alleles, which ultimately gave rise to amino acid changes in the resulting protein products associated with the HLA class I antigen processing and presentation pathway (Supplementary Table [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Since the TIL line from PanTT39 consisted exclusively of CD4^+^ T cells and no CD8^+^ T cells, we focused on the peptides that could bind HLA class II molecules. Fourteen HLA class II-binding targets were identified using a predicted consensus rank of ≤1.0 (Supplementary Table [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). It is important to mention here that the mutational burden among HLA-DRB1 alleles in PanTT39 tumour was calculated as 8.8%. Peptides that would bind to HLA-DRB1 were nevertheless incorporated, assuming \>90% chance that an adequate number of tumour cells would still be able to present antigen via HLA-DRB1. TILs from this patient were then screened for recognition of peptides in a 3-day 96-well co-culture assay, as described for PanTT26 TILs.

PanTT39 TILs produced lower IFN-γ/10*e*5 TIL in response to mutated peptides (Table [2B](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) as compared to PanTT26 TILs. We considered the possibility that CD4^+^ T cells in PanTT39 TILs could comprise a mixture of different T-cell subsets, eg, Th1, Th2 and Th17. In order to better define TIL PanTT30 reactivity, we obtained a CD4^+^ T-cell clone from PanTT39 TILs by limiting dilution. Flow cytometric analysis revealed that the CD4^+^ TIL clone was TCR Vβ9^+^ (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Next, we intended to ascertain whether the CD4^+^ TCR Vβ9 TIL clone obtained was able to recognise any of the mutated peptides tested earlier in the screening assay to gauge for anti-cancer peptide-specific reactivity. TILs were co-incubated with the same panel of HLA class II-binding peptides for 3 days, after which IFN-γ production in the supernatant was detected by ELISA. A single mutated peptide was strongly recognised by the CD4^+^ TIL clone, namely GLLR**[Y]{.ul}**WRTERLF (wild-type sequence: GLLR**[D]{.ul}**WRTERLF), which derives from an uncharacterised protein product of 449 amino acids encoded by the *K7N7A8* gene. The CD4^+^ TCR Vβ9^+^ TIL clone that recognises the K7N7A8 mutated peptide GLLR**[Y]{.ul}**WRTERLF produced a cytotoxic T-cell response against the autologous tumour cell line, which was assessed in a standard CD107a induction assay (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the CD4^+^ TIL clone produced 480 mg/ml IFN-γ in response to GLLR**[Y]{.ul}**WRTERLF, compared to a meagre 6 pg IFN-γ/10*e*5 TIL by the 'young' mixed TILs. Reactivity of the CD4^+^ TIL clone to the mutated peptide GLLR**[Y]{.ul}**WRTERLF could be blocked with the L243 antibody (anti-HLA class-II, DR) in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). No difference in peptide reactivity of the TIL clone was observed in the presence of the W6/32 antibody (anti-HLA-I), further affirming that GLLR**[Y]{.ul}**WRTERLF contained a nominal HLA class II neoepitope. Using peptide titration, we observed that the GLLR**[Y]{.ul}**WRTERLF mutated peptide induced robust IFN-γ production by the CD4^+^ Vβ9^+^ TIL clone from patient PanTT39 even at low peptide concentrations, indicating the presence of high-affinity TCRs (Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The wild-type peptide was also able to activate T cells at the high concentration of 5 μg peptide per well, since TCR signal strength is affected by antigen affinity as well as antigen dose.^[@CR26]^ Online BLAST analysis (UniProt KB and NCBI protein database) revealed that the peptide belongs to a putative water channel transporter like aquaporin 1 (AQP1) (Supplementary Figure [3](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}).Table 2B▓IFN-γ (pg/10*e*5 TIL/1 μg peptide)Peptide IDWild-type sequenceMutated sequenceGene nameWild typeMutatedPanTT39-P1AFTLLLYCELLQWEDAFTMLLYCELLQWED*DOCK3*2928PanTT39-P2TIYSLFYSVADRDAPATIYSLFYSVADQDAPA*AQP7*211PanTT39-P3FKQDLMIEDNLLFKQDLMLEDNLL*CCDC39*40PanTT39-P4QDLMIEDNLLKLEVQDLMLEDNLLKLEV*CCDC39*011PanTT39-P5GLLRDWRTERLFGLLRYWRTERLF*K7N7A8*06PanTT39-P6ILFSLQPGLLRDWILFSLQPGLLRYW*K7N7A8*216PanTT39-P7NVSFFHYPEYGYNVSFFHYQEYGY*TENM3*1617PanTT39-P8EFPVRQAAAIYLKEFPVLQAAAIYLK*IPO8*1410PanTT39-P9INFKIERGQLLAVINFKIERGQLAV*CFTR*60PanTT39-P10GAIVIERPNVKWSGAIVIELPNVKWS*VPS4B*62PanTT39-P11LNKVTIDARHRLPLLNKVTIDAIHRLPL*MORC1*914PanTT39-P12DFGFARTLAAPGDIDFGFALTLAAPGDI*CDKL3*116PanTT39-P13LELMNKLLSPVVPQLELINKLLSPVVPQ*NUP93*019PanTT39-P14IEELRHLWDLLLELTLIEELHHLWDLLLELTL*SPTA1*160Antigen-specific IFN-γ production to mutated and the corresponding wild-type target by 'young' TILs from patient PanTT39.*WT* wild type, *Mut* mutantFig. 2Characterisation of a specific CD4^+^ TIL clone from patient PanTT39. **a** The CD4^+^ TIL clone obtained from patient PanTT39 after IL-2, IL-15 and IL-21 stimulation stained for TCR Vβ9. After 5 h of incubation with the autologous tumour cell line, the CD4^+^ TIL clone (directed against GLLR**[Y]{.ul}**WRTERLF) from patient PanTT39 was analysed by flow cytometry for induction of surface CD107a expression. Compared to baseline, there was an approximate 20% increase in cytotoxic activity against the autologous tumour cell line, indicating that this CD4^+^ TIL clone possesses anti-tumour activity characterised by IFN-γ production as well as cytotoxicity. **b** The CD4^+^ TIL clone was co-cultured with the K7N7A8-derived peptide GLLR**[Y]{.ul}**WRTERLF either in the presence of the anti-HLA class I antibody (clone W6/32) or the anti-HLA class II antibody (clone L243). Culture supernatants were collected 3 days later for IFN-γ measurement by ELISA. Blockade of the HLA class II antigen presentation showed the strongest antagonistic effect on IFN-γ production. **c** Dose-dependent activity of the CD4^+^ TIL clone was measured by titrating the GLLR**[Y]{.ul}**WRTERLF peptide (and the corresponding wild-type peptide GLLR**[D]{.ul}**WRTERLF). Targeted activity---based on peptide-driven IFN-γ production---was differentially modulated (more cytokine induction) at lower concentrations of the mutated peptide. A high concentration of peptides, ie, 5 μg peptide per well/10*e*5 TIL, resulted in similar IFNγ production to mutant and wild-type peptides. TCRs that recognise the mutant as well as wild-type epitopes are likely to produce a similar response; minor T-cell subpopulations with different TCRs that which recognise preferentially private mutated targets---can be singled out in culture when exposed to lower peptide concentrations (0.3--2.5 μg peptide/10*e*5 TIL)

Akin to PanTT26, immunohistology of PanTT39 tumour showed weak T-cell infiltration into the centre of the tumour mass (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) compared to their accumulation at the tumour border as well as in the tertiary lymphoid structures (TLS) (Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, CD4^+^ T cells appeared to infiltrate into HLA class II-positive areas within the tumour centre (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, a similar profile was observed for B cells present at the tumour border, albeit at a much lower density than T cells. The cluster of CD20^+^ B cells appeared to be surrounded by T-cell populations---the majority of which are CD8^+^. This also holds true for CD8^+^ TILs that accumulate at the tumour border. The most striking difference between the lymphocytic infiltrate between the PDAC tissue from patients PanTT26 and PanTT39 is that TLS from PanTT26 are significantly larger with well-defined populations of mainly CD4^+^ T cells (as well as CD8^+^ T cells) surrounding B cells.Fig. 3Immunostaining of tumour tissue from patient PanTT39. Four-micrometre sections of resected tumour tissue from patient PanTT39 was processed and used for immunohistochemistry as described for patient PanTT26. Expression of HLA class I and class II molecules in the tumour tissue was also performed. The black arrows in the tumour border immunostaining indicate the cellular rim that separates the diseased tissue and tumour mass from healthy pancreas parenchyma. **a** A closer look at immunostaining within the centre of the tumour mass, distinguished either by HLA class II-positive (left panels) or negative expression (right panels) revealed that CD4^+^ T cells almost exclusively infiltrated the HLA-class II-positive area although clusters of CD8^+^ TILs are also visible (indicated by dark ochre arrows, third panel on the right). Also, in the HLA class II-negative sections, it appears that sporadic expression of the MHC class II molecule can still be seen although to a much lesser extent. **b** Strong T-cell infiltration can be seen at the tumour border, which appears to be dominated by CD8^+^ TILs. Except for a small sub-region in the centre of the tumour mass, where the tumour cells stained weakly for HLA-class II molecule expression, no HLA class II expression was found to be associated with tumour cells. Tum tumour, HT healthy tissue

Patient PanTT77 {#Sec16}
---------------

PanTT77 TILs comprised \~84% CD4^+^ T cells and 14% CD8^+^ T cells (Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Immunoreactivity of PBMCs as well as TILs from this patient to a panel of mutant and wild-type peptide sequences was assessed. A tumour cell line could not be established due to limited tissue availability since TIL propagation and whole-exome sequencing was performed from a single 2 mm needle biopsy. A unique peptide recognition profile marked by IFN-γ production was observed in PBMCs (five mutated peptides) and in TILs (nine mutated peptides) (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), showing that PBMCs from patient PanTT77 had a rather broad recognition of private neoepitopes without in vitro re-stimulation. A set of mutant peptides were only recognised by TILs, eg, the Protein Phosphatase 1 Regulatory Subunit 15B (PPP1R15B), which is part of an enzyme that dephosphorylates the eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2A (involved in regulating RNA translation into proteins) in response to stress, and with pro-oncogenic characteristics in breast cancer;^[@CR27]^ neurobeachin-like protein 1 (NBEAL1), a protein that is expressed in the brain, testes and kidneys but overexpressed in gliomas;^[@CR28]^ Ankyrin Repeat And Sterile Alpha Motif Domain Containing 1B (ANKS1B), which is expressed in normal brain tissue and is required for development, but also implicated in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's Disease and downregulated in smoking-related clear-cell renal cell carcinoma;^[@CR29],[@CR30]^ Ciliogenesis Associated TTC17 Interacting Protein (CATIP/C2orf62), a protein involved in cilium biogenesis by inducing actin polymerisation;^[@CR31]^ Calcium Voltage-Gated Channel Subunit Alpha1 S (CACNA1S), a subunit of a voltage-gated calcium channel with an important role in interacting with the ryanodine receptor in muscle cells for excitation--contraction coupling.^[@CR32]^ Interestingly, some of the mutated peptides were recognised by TILs and PBMCs (six mutated peptides) and triggered stronger IFN-γ production in PBMCs (up to IFN-γ 350 pg/10*e*5 PBMCs) compared to TILs (up to 141 pg IFN-γ/10*e*5 TIL). A single mutated peptide, derived from the Proline Rich Transmembrane Protein 1 (PRRT1, also known as SynDIG4), induced strong IFN-γ by PBMCs and TILs. PRRT1 is part of the α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor (AMPAR) complex, which is involved in glutamate transport in the central nervous system and is important for synaptic transmission.^[@CR33],[@CR34]^ No mutations were found in the HLA class I and class II pathways in this patient's tumour.Fig. 4Characterisation of TILs from patient PanTT77. **a** TILs from patient PanTT77 were composed of almost 84% of CD4^+^ T cells and 14% of CD8^+^ T cells. CD4^+^ TILs from this patient were found to express the CXCR3 protein on their surface (98.8%). **b** Private mutated peptides generated based on whole-exome sequencing data of the tumour tissue from patient PanTT77 were co-incubated with the autologous PBMCs or TILs for 3 days, after which IFN-γ production in the culture supernatants was measured by ELISA. The PBMCs were found to respond to five mutated peptides while TILs reacted to nine mutated peptides. However, six mutated peptides elicited T-cell reactivity in PBMCs as well as in TILs

Discussion {#Sec17}
==========

We have been able to reliably grow TILs from patients with pancreatic cancer that could be used for the adoptive cellular therapy. Using a combination of co-culture techniques, we gauged the capacity, breadth and specificity of an individual patient's T cells to react to private neoepitopes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report to describe individual neoepitope recognition patterns in patients with pancreatic cancer and argues that pancreatic cancer exhibits a certain degree of 'immunogenicity', making this malignancy potentially amenable to immunotherapeutic approaches. An integral component of the present study is the use of autologous tumour cell lines to profile TIL neoepitope recognition. The availability of samples for this purpose can be scarce, since surgery is mostly performed for patients who present without metastasis at diagnosis. Thus, the use of PBMCs to screen for neoepitope recognition is also a viable approach for developing personalised cellular therapies.

Repeated exposure to particular antigenic targets is likely to enrich for certain T-cell populations capable of durable anti-tumour responses. This is based on the differential recognition of mutated peptides (as opposed to the wild-type/native form), arising from important driver mutations. This has been shown for the KRAS~G12D~ mutation in a patient with metastatic colorectal cancer,^[@CR15]^ and we observed that repetitive exposure to autologous tumour cells can result in enrichment of KRAS-specific T cells that was non-detectable in the 'young' TILs population.

TILs derived from patient PanTT39 comprised mainly CD4^+^ T cells. The IFN-γ-producing capacity of CD4^+^ TILs directed against cancer neoepitopes may confer productive clinical responses, as shown in a patient with cholangiocarcinoma (directed against mutated ERBB2IP).^[@CR13]^ Several other CD4^+^ T-cell neoantigens have been described and concisely reviewed elsewhere,^[@CR35]^ a majority of which are restricted by the HLA-DR alleles. Of note, mutations within the HLA class I alleles, mostly in HLA-A and HLA-C (Supplementary Table [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), were identified in the tumour lesion obtained from patient PanTT39, which may have given rise to preferential expansion of CD4^+^ T cells recognising the nominal tumour target antigen bound to HLA class II molecules. This underlines the fact that tumour immune-escape, associated with the HLA class I or class II antigen processing and presentation machinery needs to be implemented in the planning of immunotherapeutic strategies. Mutations in the HLA class I or class II molecules could therefore exclude an entire set of neoepitopes that would otherwise be visible to CD8^+^ T cells, thus facilitating tumour escape.^[@CR36],[@CR37]^ However, tumour-infiltrating antigen-presenting cells (APCs), professional and non-professional alike, including CD8^+^ and gamma-delta (γδ) T cells that express HLA-DR^[@CR38],[@CR39]^ may present tumour-associated antigens to CD4^+^ TILs in the tumour microenvironment, even when the tumour itself may harbour mutations in the HLA class II pathway. Expanded TILs from patient PanTT77 were also enriched for CD4^+^ T cells coupled with broad neoepitope recognition despite the absence of mutations in either HLA pathway, thus underlining the importance of CD4^+^ T cells in targeted immunotherapy.

Furthermore, four mutations were found in HLA class II molecules in patient PanTT39 (two mutations in HLA-DRB1 and two mutations in HLA-DPA1). However, the antigen processing and presentation machinery was not compromised, as reflected by the strong (and almost exclusive) CD4^+^ TIL response. Interestingly, the immunostaining results showed a dominant composition of CD4^+^ TILs in the lymphocytic infiltrate in tumour sections from patient PanTT39 (including the TLS). Considering that this patient harboured mutations in the HLA-I pathway, the CD4^+^ TILs were likely to be the 'fitter' T-cell subpopulation that managed to expand in vitro in response to IL-2, IL-15 and IL-21 stimulation. In contrast, patient PanTT26 did not have any mutations in the MHC-I pathway (like patient PanTT77) and displayed a prominent T-cell presence especially in the TLS. IL-2, IL-15 and IL-21 conditioning of total TILs from the resected PanTT26 tumour piece (which includes the TLS) was enriched for CD8^+^ T cells, as confirmed in the cytotoxicity assay performed with the autologous tumour cell line. The same TILs, following 3× stimulation with the autologous tumour cell line, yielded a CD8^+^ T-cell population, which included a KRAS~G12V~ reactive subset. Previous study showed large lymphocytic infiltration in the tumour-associated TLS (also referred to as tertiary lymphoid organs, TLO) may reflect survival benefit in patients with solid tumours including pancreatic cancer.^[@CR40],[@CR41]^ The survival period post-tissue sampling recorded for patient PanTT26 (547 days) was much longer than for patient PanTT39 (411 days) (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). TILs that are isolated from TLS/TLO may, in fact, represent 'healthier' and functionally superior effector cells with the capacity to impede tumour growth under amenable conditions, ie, with cytokine supplementation. A 'precision' TIL harvest of the future would, therefore, not rely solely on stochastic tumour sections, yet possibly on micro-dissected TLS/TLO regions.

The PanTT39 CD4^+^ TIL clone recognised a mutant peptide derived from the aquaporin (AQP)-like putative transmembrane ion/water channel K7N7A8 protein product, which also induced potent cytotoxicity against the autologous tumour cell line. At least 40 different mutations in the *AQP2* gene (resulting in protein product variants) have been linked to the onset of autosomal nephrogenic diabetes insipidus, where loss of responsiveness to vasopressin disrupts the kidneys' ability to concentrate urine, resulting in an excessive excretory volume.^[@CR42]^ Although site-specific mutations in the AQP4 molecule have been associated with reduced binding of potentially pathogenic IgG (in conjunction with the neurodegenerative disease neuromyelitis optica),^[@CR43]^ clinically relevant immune responses to mutant AQPs remain unknown. To the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first to describe CD4^+^ TIL anti-tumour responses in pancreatic cancer directed against a mutant epitope derived from an AQP-like molecule.

Of note, specific immunomodulatory processes linked to the pancreas would inevitably affect the outcome of TIL therapy. For instance, stimulation of the vagus nerve serving the pancreas is likely to induce insulin production while inhibiting hepatic glucose release.^[@CR44]^ Vagus nerve stimulation also reduces tumour necrosis factor-α production by gut macrophages.^[@CR45]^ Intratumoural TGF-β, associated with disease progression, is a known suppressor of effective anti-tumour immune responses in pancreatic cancer.^[@CR46]^ Strong TGF-β production in the tumour microenvironment impedes TIL activity and reduces the chances of tumour regression.^[@CR47],[@CR48]^ Low-dose gemcitabine as well as cyclophosphamide can lead to reduction in regulatory T-cell (Treg) numbers, a major source of TGF-β and represents an effective strategy to improve local anti-tumour immune responses.^[@CR49]--[@CR51]^ Cyclophosphamide is already used as a pre-emptive drug in adoptive cell therapy clinical protocols.^[@CR52]^ Interestingly, pharmacological depletion of Tregs using cyclophosphamide results in the reduction of intracellular adenosine triphosphate (ATP) turnover^[@CR53]^ and their impaired ability to repair DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs).^[@CR51]^ Surface-bound CD73 is an ecto-5′-nucleotidase that dephosphorylates AMP to produce adenosine, which goes on to trigger several different pathways in the tumour microenvironment including but not limited to aberrant neovascularisation, conversion of inflammatory M1 macrophages to anti-inflammatory M2 macrophages and apoptosis of tumour-infiltrating T cells.^[@CR54]^ Hypoxia and an overt inflammatory milieu can lead to CD73 upregulation on stromal and tumour cells, which would then create a rather inhospitable environment  for tumour-directed immune cells. Anti-CD73 strategies are now in clinical assessment as an adjunctive immunotherapeutic measure to complement anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy for cancer, qualifying CD73 as a novel immune checkpoint (ClinicalTrials.gov identifiers: NCT03454451; NCT03381274; NCT03549000). Increased potassium channel activity and its dysregulation is yet another characteristic of solid tumours linked to invasiveness and uncontrolled cancer cell proliferation.^[@CR55]^ At least three different potassium channel genes are known to be overexpressed in pancreatic cancer. Immunologically, dying tumour cells release an excess of potassium into the tumour microenvironment, which has a deleterious effect on infiltrating T cells by impairing the TCR-Akt-mTOR signalling cascade for effector functions, including IFN-γ production.^[@CR56],[@CR57]^ Thus, the effect of induction of cell death as well as specific immune-suppressive activity in the tumour microenvironment and how they influence adoptive T-cell therapies warrant consideration in developing cellular therapies.

Satellite studies performed alongside clinical trials of novel cancer immunotherapies, ie, vaccines, immune checkpoint blockade or TIL therapy show that immune correlates of protection (corresponding to immune-related response evaluation criteria in solid tumours (irRECIST)) observed in responding patients are partly concomitant with the emergence of specific populations of neoantigen-directed T cells in peripheral blood.^[@CR12],[@CR58]--[@CR69]^ Exposure to antigens, either by direct contact with tumour cells or associated products presented by professional APCs or exosomes^[@CR70]^, may activate T cells bearing TCRs that are either silenced or tolerised by the tumour.

Needle biopsies (such as for patient PanTT77) can also be used to cultivate TILs. Alternatively, biopsy material may also be used for constructing the patient's mutanome to help screen for neoepitope-reactive circulating T cells, particularly if a limited number of tumour mutations are targeted by a specific TIL product. Future studies will also focus on whether gamma-delta (γδ) TCRs can recognise mutated targets relevant to cancer immunotherapy, although we did not observe TCR γδ+populations in the three TIL lines examined in greater detail in this report.

Several T-cell-based approaches to treat pancreatic cancer are currently pursued. The NCI is currently carrying out a clinical study of IL-2-stimulated TIL infusion in patients with metastatic pancreatic cancer (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT01174121). Another study is evaluating the safety and efficacy of EGFR-directed bispecific antibody-expressing T cells (BATs) in patients with locally advanced or metastatic pancreatic cancer who have already undergone one to two rounds of chemotherapy (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT03269526), although the T cells themselves will be harvested from blood. IL-2, IL-15 and IL-21-stimulated TIL therapy is actively pursued at the Krankenhaus Nordwest (KHNW, Frankfurt, Germany) for patients with resectable locally advanced or metastatic pancreatic cancer. Future clinical studies are likely to benefit from translational data linking anti-tumour T cells in pancreatic cancer to recognition of specific private mutations to improve survival as it was recently shown for a patient with metastatic breast cancer.^[@CR71]^

Conclusion {#Sec18}
==========

The results presented in this study have clinically relevant implications: (i) CD4^+^ TILs with TCRs directed against neoepitopes may kill autologous tumour cells and (ii) repeated exposure of TILs to the tumour cells (expressing neoantigens) can refine the TCR repertoire to produce a more focused immune response; (iii) PBMCs may be used as a viable source for T cells directed against tumour mutations and (iv) microdissection of tumour tissue may help achieve a more precise extraction and biologically relevant expansion of TILs.
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